Al-Arabiyya Centre
Policy
The mission of Al-Arabiyya Centre remains to serve the community in breaking down barriers to understanding and achievement through the means of authentic Islamic education,
Al-Arabiyya Centre aims to serve and assist Muslims with varied commitments by providing a flexible approach to learning with teaching in a small group capacity, retaining an Islamic environment with segregation between the genders and bringing education on your own terms- at a time best suitable and convenient to yourself.
At Al-Arabiyya Centre, we provide a caring learning environment for our pupils and to provide both basic and elementary Islamic education to Muslim children and adults irrespective of their race, colour, ethnicity, or geographical background. Our intention is to create and maintain an atmosphere that promotes teaching, learning and achievement of the highest quality thereby enabling every individual the opportunity to acquire and develop the knowledge, skills and understanding that will prepare and facilitate them throughout their life. 
Expectations At Al-Arabiyya Centre we believe all of our pupils can do well. We always  encourage success by supporting them to meet the following expectations: 
· Attempt all set work to the best of your ability · Respect yourself, others and your environment. · Listen to each other · Use polite language · Behave Safely 
§NEVER shout or make loud noise inside or outside the classroom. §  ALWAYS Raise your hand if you need to speak to the teacher. § NEVER answer back to the teacher. Respect everyone. § NEVER throw objects across the classroom. § NEVER fight, strike, or spit at anyone for any reason . § NEVER damage other people's property including books, benches, doors, walls, windows etc. § NEVER use abusive language or swear or be rude to teachers or any other member of the centre staff. § NEVER call anyone names or make fun of them or bully anyone in the centre § NEVER bring any weapon or harmful substance to the Centre like knives, or substances such as cigarettes or drugs. 
The Centre expects teachers and support staff to: 
· Set work that is interesting, relevant and appropriate to pupils’ abilities · Maintain high expectations of pupils · Recognise and reward positive behaviour · Model appropriate behaviour · Provide positive feedback about pupils’ efforts and achievement · Treat pupils with fairness and respect at all times · Deal with misbehaviour appropriately and report incidents through the referral system.    
The school expects parents and carers to:
 · Support Al-Arabiyya Centre policy on attendance and punctuality by notifying the centre of any absences or lateness · Notify Al-Arabiyya Centre of any factors which may affect the behaviour of their child · Support their child by attending regular reviews, open days and other meetings · Be aware of and support Al-Arabiyya Centre behaviour Policy 

Through teachings of the Qu’ran and Sunnah, we aspire to nurture our Muslim community in the UK to espouse sound Islamic principles. This is done by promoting British and cohesive Islamic values to harbour good community relations such as respect, tolerance, justice and the elimination of bigotry and extremism.



